EUReka3D is a project co-funded by the Digital Europe Programme of the European Union, to support the digital transformation of the cultural heritage sector. The project offers capacity building, training and new services dedicated to Cultural Heritage Institutions who face the challenge of advancing in the digitization effort, especially in 3D digitization, access, storage and sharing. EUReka3D will also publish and promote high quality heritage collections in Europeana.eu, the European website showcasing Europe’s digital cultural heritage.

Website: www.eureka3d.eu
Project’s blog: www.digitalmeetsculture.net/projects/eureka3d-blog/
@eureka_3d @eureka3d_

Caption: Chameleon, by Generalitat de Catalunya, Giravolt
https://patrimoni.gencat/en/giravolt

PARTNERS
- PHOTOCONSORTIUM, International Consortium
  - For Photographic Heritage
- Cyprus University of Technology (CUT)
- Centre for Image Research and Dissemination (CRDI)
- Bilbracte European Archaeological Centre
- Museo della Carta di Pescia
- Europeana Foundation
- imec-interuniversity Microelectronics Center
- European Grid Initiative - EGI Foundation
- Academic Computer Center ACK Cyfronet AGH

Funded by the European Union